just 3 simple questions

PROBLEMS
WITH CLOUD
SECURITY?

You can save your data in Cloud, being secure that no one (even the service provider)
will be able to access them.

Extremely fast with Cloud usage thanks to a dynamic block ciphering algorithm capable
of randomly access every encrypted file and update it. This means that IndependenceKey
synchronizes only what you changed.
Every cryptographic key is uniquely generated inside the device and never leaves it.
You can use Dropbox, Google Drive, Microsoft Skydrive, Wuala, or whatever you want with a
complete peace of mind. You data are totally protected by IndependenceKey.

You can share any kind of data in Cloud only with the ones you want. Sharing with other
users is very simple and totally integrated within Windows Explorer.

INDEPENDENCEKEY

DO YOU WANT
TO SHARE IN A
SAFE WAY?

No longer slow VPN or SSL connections. Enable a secure sharing of any kind of data and
information with your colleagues, customers, suppliers, friends and family. Create your own
private and protected professional network.

Easy & immediate association with other IndependenceKey users both physically, joining
two IndependenceKeys together, and remotely using a standard Internet connection.

Send emails with protected attachments, share everything you want/need through the
most used software tools: Outlook, Skype, Dropbox and any Cloud storage service being
certain of no third party access.
Authentication of each single encrypted information and thus: certainty of the identity
of the sender, 100% confident that the data has not been changed during the digital
transmission, 100% immune from Man-in-the-middle and Replay attacks.
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WHAT ABOUT
A SECURE
PHONE CALL?

You decide who will talk to you and listen to your calls.

Insert a standard USB headset in the USB host port of the IndependenceKey, select a
remote user and click dial to call him/her. Simple to use, stronger than ever.

The audio is acquired, digitalized, compressed and encrypted within your
IndependenceKey, all in real time, all 100% hardware accelerated.
Each packet is encrypted with a unique session encryption key that never leaves the device.
The PC acts only as a router of the data packets to the other user’s PC and vice versa.
The packet is decrypted only when it is received, inside the other user’s IndependenceKey
and it is by no means intelligible outside the IndependenceKey device.
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is the unique answer.
IndependenceKey is an innovative project
that totally changes the way you work on Internet,
the way you use Cloud and share information!
No more danger of losing your data,
of illicit intrusions or of theft.

Introducing the revolutionary

SECURITY CAP
What is the Security Cap?
It enables the data recovery of all users’ information
and encryption keys in case of loss of theft of the
IndependenceKey and, furthermore, of amnesia.
You do not need a third person/service provider to help
you recover your reserved information keeping a copy
“for you” of your encryption keys and passwords.
Everything is in your hands.
Easy, quick, safe!
SECURITY CAP is an hardware device equipped with a
cryptographic authentication chip and an hardware
crypto-engine, working as a backup system of the data stored
into the IndependenceKey (see our web site for more details).
It’s hardware associated 1:1 with your IndependenceKey
and it never can be used by anyone that isn’t you!

THE FASTEST PORTABLE ENCRYPTION DEVICE IN THE WORLD!

INDEPENDENCEKEY

Extremely fast hardware encryption engine,
authentication and anticloning chip, unique
random encryption keys generator.
No encryption key ever leaves the device.
Ciphering mode: 3DES, AES 256, AES-XTS,
AES-GCM. SHA256, H-MAC, 100% hardware.

IndependenceKey is
a project by

High performance adaptive block ciphering
and stream ciphering engine up to
100 Mbps.

Corso San Gottardo, 86
6830 Chiasso
Switzerland

Association security: hardware authentication
(Trusted Platform Module) and anti-cloning
system. USB Interface: 2 USB High-Speed
ports (480Mbps), 1 host and 1 device.

www.independencekey.com
info@independencekey.com
Tel: +41 (0) 91.696.16.16
Fax: +41 (0) 91.696.16.10

Compatibility: Windows XP SP3, Windows
Vista, Windows 7 (32 and 64bit), Windows 8
ready.
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